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ABSTRACT 

 

The hospitality and tourism division is among the main 10 segments in India to draw in the greatest Foreign Direct 

Investment (FDI). The Indian tourism and accommodation exchange has risen as one of the key variables of 

development among the administrations division in India. Tourism in India has critical potential considering the 

rich social and authentic legacy, assortment in environment, territories and spots of regular excellence spread the 

nation over. Tourism is additionally a possibly vast business generator other than being a huge wellspring of remote 

trade for the nation. Accommodation and Tourism in India has noteworthy potential considering the rich social and 

authentic legacy, assortment in environment, landscapes and places of normal magnificence spread the nation over. 

Hospitality and tourism is likewise a possibly substantial business generator other than being a critical wellspring of 

outside trade for the nation. These segments assume an essential part in business era and financial development of 

the nation. It is acknowledged as the solid motor for comprehensive social monetary advance at worldwide level 

through its forward and in reverse linkages and capacity to make work in the economy. These areas have a high 

business potential with roughly 90 employments creation for each Rs. 10 lakhs of speculation. There is high degree 

for bottomless work era and related exercises as convenience ventures, nourishment situated tasks, entertainment 

parks and water sports and so forth. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The expression "hospitality" alludes to the cheerful and kind gathering and excitement of visitors or outsiders, either 

socially or monetarily. Indians are known over worldwide for their hospitality 'Atithi Devo Bhavah' ('Guest resembles a 
God'). It has been our saying from antiquated time. It is a direct result of this legacy that India, with its various lodgings, 

has been considered as one of the world's driving cordiality settings. Tourism and hospitality segment is one of the biggest 

business generators in India and far reaching development of the less-advantaged areas of the general public and neediness 

destruction. The principle goal of the tourism strategy in India is to position tourism as a noteworthy motor of monetary 

development and saddle it's immediate and multiplier impact on business and destitution destruction in a maintainable way 

by dynamic investment of all fragments of the general public. Aside from Marketing and advancement, the concentration of 

tourism improvement designs is likewise on incorporated advancement of tourism foundation and offices through powerful 

association with different partners. The part of Government in hospitality and tourism advancement has been re-

characterized from that of a consistent to that of an impetus.  

 

The Government of India propelled the e-Tourist Visa on 27.11.2014. Amid January-December, 2015 an aggregate of 
4,45,300 vacationer landed on e-Tourist Visa. This administration will be accessible on the current toll free number 

1800111363 or on a short code 1363 [1].  

 

Intensification of foundation is the way to the extension of tourism segment. The real segment of the Ministry's costs on 

arranged plans goes into the change of value framework identifying with tourism at different traveler goals and circuits 

spread around the States/UTs. The Government of India has propelled two new plans; Swadesh Darshan and PRASAD in a 

Mission Mode. The wide goals of the Swadesh Darshan conspire are to create circuits having visitor potential in an 

arranged and joined improvement of framework in the recognized topic. Based circuits, advance social and legacy 

estimation of the nation, upgrade the vacationer allure by creating world class framework in the circuit goal, take after 

society based improvement and professional poor tourism approach, advance nearby expressions, social, crafted works, 
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cooking and so on. Other than goals under Swadesh Darshan Scheme, the National Mission on Pilgrimage Rejuvenation 

and Spiritual Augmentation Drive (PRASAD) plot likewise means to accomplish the goal of incorporated advancement of 

journey goals in an arranged, organized and maintainable way to give finish religious tourism experience and outfit journey 

tourism for its direct and multiplier impacts on business era and financial improvement. Amid 2014-15 the Ministry has 

endorsed a measure of Rs 150.77 Crore and Rs.1330.82 crore under the plans of PRASAD and SWADESH DARSHAN 

individually [2].  
 

 
 

Figure 1: Back view of Taj Mahal in India 

 

The administration of Bharat conjointly gives cash help to Central Agencies. The objective is to ensure accommodation and 

tourism framework advancement through Central cash help of the Ministry by the Central organizations like archeological 

Survey of Bharat, Port Trust of Bharat, ITDC, Ministry of Railways, and so forth. Joined Nations office possesses the 

benefits.  

 
With a perused to introduce a considerable measure of straightforwardness and answerableness, this Ministry has presented 

on-line arrangement of getting, process and passing on/allowing endorsements for building venture, structure 

characterization/renaming remaining to working buildings and venture level endorsement for lodging underneath 

development. This on-line strategy has conjointly been coordinated with installment course [3].  

 

Service of tourism has happened upon an online principally based Public Delivery System for acknowledgment of the 

Travel Trade Service providers without breaking a sweat the strategy for filling applications by the Travel Trade Service 

providers looking for acknowledgment from this Ministry and conjointly to introduce straightforwardness in conceding the 

endorsements. It's been the attempt of this Ministry to put in situ an arrangement of training and talented instruction, with 

vital foundation bolster, fit for producing work force OK to fulfill the needs of the touristy and welcome exchange, each 

quantitatively and subjectively.  
 

The Ministry of tourism can dispatch a portable application known as Swachh Paryatan in Gregorian schedule month one 

year from now, which can let visitors to report unattended rubbish heaps at various voyager goals the nation over. The ASI 

nodal officer can refresh the information on finishing of the assignment so the framework will send SMS to the offended 

party that his/her grievance has been gone to with progress [4].  

 

Role:  

 

The exercises of this Ministry spin round the origination of staying the nation as a 365 days' explorer goal. Further, 

situating welcome &amp; touristy as a huge motor of monetary process and bridling its direct and multiplier figure affect 
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on work and money related condition decimation in an extremely property way by dynamic cooperation of all portions of 

the general public is that the principle goal of the touristy strategy of province of Bharat. Welcome &amp; touristy segment 

is one in everything about greatest work generators inside the Country and it assumes a horrendously crucial part in 

advancing far reaching development of the less special areas of the general public and budgetary condition demolition. But 

advancing and advancement, the fundamental focus of touristy improvement designs is also on incorporated advancement 

of touristy foundation and offices through successful association with various partners. The part of state in touristy 
improvement has been re-characterized from that of a controller thereto of an impetus. Indian welcome exchange 

appreciates second place inside the slash hack developing touristy market inside the world. it's been measurable that Indian 

welcome exchange is most likely going to develop at a rate of eight.8 for every penny between years 2007 to 2015. It might 

twofold the measure of marked building rooms from a 100,000 and should conjointly include more than three hundred 

structure properties. It had measurable fifty 5000 rooms inside the year 2013 [5]. 

 

 
                                   Source: Indian travel & tourism Council 

 

Figure 2: Indian travel and tourism demand 

 

 
                                          Source: World travel & tourism Council  

 

Figure 3: Indian travel and tourism total contribution to GDP 
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 Tourism in India accounts for 7.5 per cent of the GDP and is the third largest foreign exchange earner for the 

country 

 The tourism and hospitality sector’s direct contribution to GDP in 2015, is estimated to be US$47 billion 

 The direct contribution of travel and tourism to GDP is expected to grow at 7.2 per cent per annum, during 2015 – 

25, with the contribution expected to reach US$160.2 billion by 2026 [6]. 

 

CONTRIBUTION OF TOURISM IN THE COUNTRY 

 

Table 1: Foreign Tourist Arrivals in India and Fees From Tourism For The Years 2000 To 2015: 

 

        

  

Percentage 

   Percentage  

  

Foreign Exchange Percentage Foreign Exchange Change 

 

 

Foreign Tourist Change Over 

 

Year Earnings Change Over Earnings Over 

 

Arrivals (in nos.) Previous 

 

 

(Rs. Crore) Previous Year (Million US$) Previous 

 

  

Year 

 

     

Year 

 

       

2000 26,49,378 6.7 15,626 20.6 3,460 15.0  

2001 25,37,282 (-)4.2 15,083 (-)3.5 3,198 (-)7.6  

2002 23,84,364 (-)6.0 15,064 (-)0.1 3,103 (-)3.0  

2003 27,26,214 14.3 20,729 37.6 4,463 43.8  

2004 34,57,477 26.8 27,944 34.8 6,170 38.2  

2005 39,18,610 13.3 33,123 18.5 7,493 21.4  

2006 44,47,167 13.5 39,025 17.8 8,634 15.2  

2007 50,81,504 14.3 44,360 13.7 10,729 24.3  

2008 52,82,603 4.0 51,294 15.6 11,832 10.3  

2009 51,67,699 (-)2.2 53,700 4.7 11,136 (-) 5.9 

2010 57,75,692 11.8 64,889 20.8 14,193 27.5 

2011 63,09,222 9.2 77,591 19.6 16,564 16.7 

2012 65,77,745 4.3 94,487 21.8 17,737 7.1 

2013 69,67,601 5.9 1,07,671 14.0 18.445 4.0 

2014 76,79,099 10.2 1,23,320 14.5 20.236 9.7 

2015 80,27,133 4.5 1,35,193  2.6 21.071  -4.1 

 

The year 2015 witnessed a growth of 4.5 % in Foreign Tourist Arrivals (FTAs) in India; this growth is equivalent to the 

medium growth rate of 4.5 % witnessed in International Tourist Arrivals, globally1. FTAs during 2015 were 80.27 lakh as 

compared to the FTAs of 76.79 lakh during 2014. The Foreign Exchange Earnings (FEEs) from tourism in rupee terms 

during 2015 were Rs.1, 35,193 crore with a growth of 9.6 %. FEEs from tourism in rupee terms during 2015 were 

Rs.1,35,193 crore with a growth of 9.6% as compared to the FEE of Rs.1,23,320 crore during 2014. The FEEs from tourism 

in terms of US dollars during January- December 2015 were US$ 21.071 billion as compared to US$ 20.236 billion during 

January- December 2014 [6-7]. 

 

Foreign arrivals are rising 

 

 Over 7.1 million foreign tourists arrived in 2015 (January to November). 

 Foreign tourist arrivals increased at a CAGR of 7.1 per cent during 2005–25. 

 By 2025, foreign tourist arrivals in India are expected to reach 15.3 million, according to the World Tourism 

Organisation.  
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Table 2: Contribution of Tourism in India 
 

 

 

 

As this table show the contribution of tourism in GDP of the country was directly 3.68% in the year 2009-10 which rose 

upto 3.74% till 2012-13 and indirectly its contribution was 3.09% in the year 2009-10 and it rose upto 3.14% in 2012-13. 

 
This table also evident the contribution of tourism in employment as it was totally 10.17% (both direct and indirect) in the 

yesr 2009-10 and it showed a good position in the year 2012-13 by increasing upto 12.36% [8-9]. 

 

India's travel and tourism exchange has colossal development potential. The medicinal tourism advertise in India is 

anticipated to achieve US$ 3.9 billion in estimate having developed at a CAGR of 27 for each penny throughout the most 

recent three years. Likewise, inflow of restorative vacationers is required to cross 320 million by 2015 contrasted and 85 

million out of 2012. The tourism exchange is likewise anticipating the extension of E-visa conspire which is required to 

twofold the visitor inflow to India. Rating organization ICRA ltd gauges the income development of Indian lodging 

exchange fortifying to 9-11 for every penny in 2015-16. India is anticipated to be the quickest developing country in the 

wellbeing tourism part in the following five years, timing more than 20 for every penny picks up yearly through 2015 [10].  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Hospitality and Tourism part is one of the biggest work generators in the Country and it assumes an extremely critical part 

in advancing comprehensive development of the less advantaged segments of the general public and neediness destruction. 

The lodging exchange India is experiencing an energizing stage. One of the significant explanations behind the expansion 

popular for lodging rooms in India is the blast in the general economy and high development in divisions like Information 

Technology, Telecom, Retail and Real Estate. Rising securities exchange and new business openings are additionally 

pulling in crowds of outside financial specialists and global corporate explorers to search for business openings in India's 

rising white collar class and expanding expendable wages has kept on supporting the development of residential and 

outbound tourism. Add up to outbound excursions expanded by 8.7 for every penny to 19.9 million out of 2015. Inbound 

visitor volume developed at a Compound Annual Growth Rate of 6.8 for each penny amid 2010-15. 
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Year 
Contribution of Tourism in GDP of the 

Country (%) 
Contribution of Tourism in Employment  

of the Country (%)  

 Direct Indirect Total Direct Indirect Total  
        

2009-10 3.68 3.09 6.77 4.37 5.80 10.17  

2010-11 3.67 3.09 6.76 4.63 6.15 10.78  

2011-12 3.67 3.09 6.76 4.94 6.55 11.49  

2012-13 3.74 3.14 6.88 5.31 7.05 12.36  


